Self-organization of metallosupramolecular architectures is based on the implementation of ligands and of metal ions mutually reading out the structural information through the interactional algorithms.
1 Multiple constitutional interactions 2, 3 shed light on strategies used to dynamically drive the 15 coordination (molecular) and the self-assembly (supramolecular) processes under the pressure of interactional algorithms (i. Metallosupramolecular Libraries-DMLs can be generated via ligand and ligand/imine reversible exchanges. The metal ion coordination is positioning the ligands in close proximity. It results that reversible molecular imine exchanges and supramolecular non-covalent interactions may synergetically 25 occur within a restricted interactional space, defined by the coordination geometry around the metal centers.
10-12 A rather unconventional and so far partially uncharted option for information storage is the multiple coding, offered by ligands in the process of simultaneous coordination with mixtures of metal 30 cations, producing DMLs of mononuclear and polynuclear components containing distinct metal ions. It is reminiscent to a morphologically dynamic polyimine system can be switched between two macrocyclclic and polymeric constitutional states via metal ion-coordination. In conclusion, the studies presented here reveals that the generation of DMLs over a range of ligand-metal structures and ratios, results in the formation of inter-exchanging equilibrating mixture of mononuclear, dinuclear or polymeric species which converts into unique compact packed 35 mononuclear compact species in solution and in the solid state via crystallization. 11, 12 At this point, we want first to highlight the possible quantitative "metal-driven" selection in solution via coupled coordination/stacking interactional algorithms. These mechanisms are robust enough to induce "ligand 40 selection" from a dynamic pool of different ligands, 1-3. It is based on the relative constitutional stability of crystalline duplex 1 2 Zn 2+ and or polymeric [1Ag + ] n cleft complexes, amplified from the complex mixtures in solution via a kinetically-driven crystallization process.
45
A further step toward processes of increasing complexity could involve the ligands of different dimensionality or the library diversification by ligands undergoing structural reversible interconnections by chemical exchange.
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